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ABSTRACT 
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This study provides a brief discussion of urban sprawl and its causes. The use of 

underground space to decrease the effects of urban sprawl is then provided with examples 

of such use from around the world. The city of Chicago is then used as the case study 

community to underground how underground uses have helped the city to decrease urban 

sprawl. The future projected growth of the city’s population and its demand for land use 

is analyzed. Finally, a future projected population with underground space development is 

provided as a way to decrease sprawl.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Purpose of Study 

 

 

 

Purpose of research 

The purpose of my research into sprawl is to find an alternative but less considered 

approach to managing the urban sprawl problem. This option is to build underground 

spaces for retail, transportation, recreational, industrial use and other land uses. 

In the article “Wrestling sprawl to the ground: Defining and Measuring an Elusive 

Concept”, sprawl is defined as “a pattern of land use in an urban area that exhibits low 

levels of some combination of eight distinct dimensions: density, continuity, 

concentration, clustering, centrality, nuclearity, mixed uses, and proximity” (Galster et al., 

p. 685). Taking these measures into consideration, sprawl can be said to be caused by 

these four main factors: 

1) Single use zoning: Single use zoning also is known as Euclidean Zoning, which is a 

very common type of zoning. Under this zoning, most of the land use is planned into 

single use, such as residential, commercial and industrial or recreational use. Different 
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uses separated from each other by open space, infrastructure or other barriers. This was 

validated in the Euclid v. Ambler case of 1926. In this case, Ambler owned a property in 

the village of Euclid. Ambler claimed that the property’s value decreased because of the 

zoning ordinance of the village, which was unconstitutional and was in violation of the 

Fourteenth Amendment. The Supreme Court of the United States reversed the order of 

the lower court and argued that the village’s zoning ordinance is a reasonable extension 

of the village’s police power and it was constitutional.  

Figure 1 Example of Euclidean Zoning (Created by author) 
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2) Low density development: Low density development contributes to sprawl. In this 

case more land than is necessary is developed for retail, residential or industrial use. Take 

the City of Dallas as an example, Dallas had an average density of 568.9 people per 

square mile in the built-up area in 2000. Compared to that number is 8158.7 in New York 

City, the density is quite low (Censure Bureau, 2012). Much of the land is not fully used 

or developed. 

3) Car dependent communities due to lack of diversity of land use: Because the 

residential zone is far away from commercial and industrial zones, people need to go 

shopping or to work by car. There is need for more and more parking spaces, more gas 

stations, more roads and more other related facilities. One reason is the distance is really 

far and it exceeds peoples’ walking or biking ability. The other reason is that many of 

these communities do not provide sidewalks, so biking or walking is difficult and 

dangerous. Walking and biking is used mainly as a part of physical exercise but not a 

way of transportation.  

4) Job Sprawl and Spatial Mismatch: In order to reduce the cost of business, factories and 

offices are located in the suburban area. This is because the rental rates are lower than in 

the urban area. Employers also need to choose the residential area where they can afford, 

so they choose to live in the suburbs because of lower property taxes. Most of the time, 

the working place and the living place are mismatched as some business headquarters are 

located in the downtown or central city while the white collar workers reside in the 

suburbs thus necessitating commuting to and from their place of work by car. 
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Some of the reasons why sprawl has prevailed are because sprawl provides people the 

opportunity for low density lifestyle. For example, people living in a single-family zone, 

could cut the grass themselves and design the landscape themselves. They could also go 

to work by car without using a crowded bus. All of them have big enough space to enjoy 

themselves and keep their privacy. 

However, there have been more problems that are created by sprawl. These are 

environmental, economic and social impacts. As cities grow bigger and bigger, more and 

more agriculture land and green land or other nature land must be converted into urban 

land. In 1980, agricultural land was 46.7% of total land area in the United States. In 2009, 

agricultural land is 44.1% of total land area (World Bank Data, 2012). It decreased 2.5%. 

This largely affects the production of farmland and the environment.  

Vehicle miles traveled in the United States increased 140 percent between 1950 and 1990, 

while population rose 40 percent during that period. The United States has 5 percent of 

the world’s population but it consumes one-third of its transportation energy (David J. 

Cieslewicz, 2002).  

The burning of gas produces lots of Carbon dioxide and other pollutants. This decreases 

the quality of the air, destroys the Ozone, and increases the number of respirable particles, 

and adds to global warming. This is also bad for people’s health as it increases the rate of 

respiratory illness and skin cancer. 

During the period of fast urbanization, people changed and destroyed nature to build 

houses. People would also produce many sewer water, some of which were directly 
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discharged into rivers without being treated. In Muncie, the White river was polluted by 

mercury. The mercury could last a very long time. Up to now, the Indiana Department of 

Natural Resources discourages people from eating the fish from the White river. Not only 

the White river, but also the great lakes were also polluted.  

Sprawl contributes to the loss of forest land, which is the habitat of animals and home of 

flora and fauna. The diversity of plant and animal species on earth is declining at a rapid 

speed. According to United Nations Decade on Biodiversity, 50,193 square miles of the 

world’s forest are lost. This acreage of lost is almost as large as Greece. Species are 

disappearing at 50 to 100 times faster than the natural disappearing rate. Sprawl is a very 

important reason for the decline of biological diversity. 

Sprawl separates different people from each other just as it separates different types of 

uses. The poor are left behind in the central city while the rich move to suburbs. People 

therefore have fewer chances of getting to know each other than they did before. As the 

physical distance gets farther, the psychological distance also gets farther.  

Sprawl also affects people’s safety. As people live far away from the work place, this 

makes the work place a dead place during the night time. These are dangerous areas and 

could increase the crime rates. Also, the more people that drive a car, the more chances 

they are to get into an accident. So sprawl is also a safety issue. 

Methodology:	

The case study approach is used for this research. Case study is a kind of qualitative 

research method. It defines a problem, collects and analyzes the data from only one or a 
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very small group. It focuses on one particular and very complicated person or object. It 

emphasizes the detail more than the quantity. The Strength of case study is that it goes 

through the whole case and gets detailed information on one subject. The weakness is 

that it could not generate a universal result and is therefore not generalizable to the entire 

population. Cities for example have significant differences between them, such as the 

acreage, demographics, geography conditions, economic developments or civic culture. 

The case study method is used for this study because it allows for an indepth analysis of 

one city, which would be possible with other research method. 

The City of Chicago will be used as the case study community. First, I identity and 

measure the different type of underground land uses in the city. Second, I project the 

future land use needs of the community based on population growth. Third, I estimate the 

amount of new land that will be needed if all of this is accounted for above ground. 

Finally, I allocate some of the future land need to underground use as a way to decrease 

sprawl.  



 
 

Chapter 2 Literature Review 

 

 

 

People have created and used underground spaces for centuries. Some 4,000 years ago 

people living in Loess Plateau of China had developed cave dwellings. They used the 

dwellings for living and storing items. Not only people in China but in other parts of the 

world developed underground spaces. 

The progress of development of underground space used to be slow because the 

technology was undeveloped. In the past, people had to develop underground space all by 

human power. They dug the hole and pulled out the soil and the stone. The development 

was high cost but low output.

With the development of modern science and technology, especially after the Industrial

Revolution, people began to use machines to do heavy-duty work. This improved the 

production efficiency and made it possible to develop underground space on a large scale. 

The first development of underground space was mining. Since then there has been more 

and more underground space that has been developed. The development of the subway 

system was another very important factor that affected the underground development.  
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The cost of underground development is usually higher than that of ground level 

development. It is not economically efficient to develop underground space alone. 

Underground space was constructed to meet several needs including religious 

underground use, civic and cultural use, recreational use, industrial use, commercial use 

and protection from severe weather. 

1) Religious underground use 

Religious use is a very important underground space use. Sterling (1993) believed that 

people chose underground space for religious use because of practical considerations 

such as the mystery of the netherworld. Carved paintings are better preserved 

underground and the use of burial for preservation of the dead was strong sanitary 

reasons. It is silent, dark and mythic underground, which provides a separation from the 

real world.  

As Sterling (1993, p76) noted, “Underground burial has been common in much of the 

world from the ancient barrows in Great Britain to the grand tombs of Egyptian kings and 

Chinese emperors.” The Terracotta Army, also called the Terra-Cotta Warriors, a group 

of earth carved statutes, located in Xi’an, China, was built 2,000 years ago, and is one of 

the most famous underground religious uses. Qinshihuang, the first emperor of China, is 

buried at this location. The statutes are a form of funerary art buried with the emperor in 

210–209 BC and whose purpose was to protect the emperor in his afterlife, and to make 

sure that he had people to rule over. It cost the lives of 700,000 people and took 40 years 

to build. The burial was found in three parts, one was about 600 feet long, 190 feet wide 

and 16 feet deep, one was about 60,000 square feet, and the third one was about 5,200
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square feet.  

Figure 2 The Terracotta Army in China 

(Source: http://img.51766.com/ttour/1328844258906.jpg) 

 

 

Modern churches exist underground too, such as Coober Pedy in central Australia 

constructed in 1967 and 1977 in order to escape the heat, and the Tpmppeliaukio Church 

in Helsinki, Finland constructed in 1968 and 1969 to preserve the existing open space. 

The Temple square was selected as a location for a church in the 1930s. There were many 

existing buildings around the square. If it was built on ground level, it would destroy the 

existing open space so the church was designed underground and built into the rock. It 

had rough, virtually unworked rock surfaces to make it look natural. 
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Figure 3 The Tpmppeliaukio church  

(Source: http://www.arcspace.com/books/Below_Ground/images/Below‐Ground‐7.jpg) 

 

2) Residential uses  

 Residential use is one of the oldest uses in history. According to Sterling (1993, p69), 

“some of the oldest discoveries of caves inhabited by modern Homo sapiens are at the 

Qatzeh cave in Israel, dated to 92,000 years ago, and at Klasies River Mouth in South 

Africa, where it has been theorized that anatomically modern humans lived from 120,000 

to 60,000 years ago.” Caves provide shelter from the weather and enemy attack.  

In the northwestern part of China, the loess soil is easily excavated, which makes it 

popular to develop underground space. It uses less material but provides residents 
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protection against the severe heat and cold of the region. It is affordable for the people 

living in the countryside. More than 30 million people live in such structures even today. 

This is depicted in Figure 4. The residential housing was developed gradually, with roads 

on the higher levels and over the lower level’s roof. 

Figure 4 Underground residential housing in Loess Plateau of China  

(Source: http://tupian.hudong.com/a2_37_10_01300000167059121479103900917_jpg.html) 
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3) Civic and Cultural uses 

A number of civic and cultural uses are underground. One is the underground 

developments near the museum or visitor building in the Louvre France. For example, the 

underground entrance to The Louvre, Paris is an addition to the palace courtyard 

concealing a spacious entrance hall below. The Louvre was built as a medieval fortress in  

the 12th century, which is one of the largest and most important museums now. In the 

1980s, The Louvre decided to build a new entrance due to more and more visitors from 

around the world. The new entrance called Louvre Pyramid was designed by I.M. Pei. It 

is made of glasses and has a pyramid shape at ground level. Most of the function part is 

underground in order to keep the traditional scene of space.  

Figure 5 Inside view of the pyramid  

(Source: http://schools‐wikipedia.org/images/82/8280.jpg.htm) 
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The Mutual of Omaha Company’s building also needed more office space, so a new 

building was built near the old one. The new one needed to be the same color as the old 

one in order to ensure a similar look. As a result, the new office building was built 

underground because of the high cost of the facing stone that is required to match the 

existing buildings.  

Parking is a common use of underground facilities in major urban areas. In some cities, 

the surface parking lots alone are not enough to meet the large amount of parking needs, 

so some cities develop lots of garage parking and underground parking space to increase 

the parking capacity. According to Paul (2002, p40), “a massive programme of ground 

car park construction was instigated in Paris under the direction of Jacques Chirac, who 

set a target for 50,000 new car parking spaces over a period of 10 years, equivalent to the 

construction of ten car parks per year.” In the US cities as varied as New York, Boston, 

Los Angeles, all have underground parking spaces. The Boston Common Garage has 

1,362 parking spaces. The underground parking near Franklins Square has a capacity of 

450 parking spaces. 

In China, several underground spaces were developed to avoid air attack over 60 years 

ago that are used for parking and commercial purpose. China now had new regulations 

for community development since 2002. In the code of community design, it requires that 

“The rate of community parking should be more than 10%, while the rate of surface 

parking should be less than 10%”.(China Department of Housing and Construction, 2002) 

Underground parking is required for both commercial and residential development in the 

regulation to decrease the need for above ground space but also for security reasons. Take 
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Xiamen city as an example, it regulates that “When the housing area is larger than 1500 

square feet, the parking rate will be no less than 100%. When the housing area is 900 to 

1500 square feet, the parking rate will be no less than 80%. When the housing area is less 

than 90 square feet, the parking rate will be no less than 50%. The code requires 

underground parking for residential uses. (Planning Code of Xiamen City, 2010, p35)” 

These regulations could increase the development of underground space uses for parking 

in the city. 

4) Recreational use  

Recreational use also has been developed underground, which includes natural cave 

exploration and tourism, sports facilities and community centers and parks. In the 1790s, 

the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky was found and was turned into a famous attraction. It 

was the longest cave system in the world. The Mammoth Cave developed in thick 

Mississippian-aged limestone strata capped by a layer of sandstone, making the system 

remarkably stable (National Park Service, 2012). It includes more than 390 miles of 

passageway (Geo2 Committee on Long and Deep Caves, 2012); new discoveries and 

connections add several miles to this figure each year. The Mammoth Cave National Park 

was established to preserve the cave system.  

In China, there are also many famous caves, such as Rongdong in Guilin and Shuidong in 

Benxi. Take Rongdong as an example, it is the result of corrosion. During the process of 

corrosion, the calcium in limestone was washed away by water. Millions of years later, 

holes were shaped in the limestone. the holes became bigger and bigger. That is how 

Rongdong cave came into existence. It is very famous and attracts many visitors.
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Figure 6 Rongdong in south China  

(Source: http://www.nipic.com/show/1/62/996a09c889ff8fec.html) 

   

Sports facilities include swimming pools, gymnasia, running tracks and so on have also 

been provided underground. good examples include the Crystal city underground. There 

are also many sports facilities, such as rock climbing, skate board, volley ball and ice 

hockey. When surface land is not available or is too expensive, these recreational 

facilities often move to the rooftops or to underground facilities. In Edina, Minnesota, the 

city operates a public park. The park is attached to a senior citizen high rise apartment 

and provides snow-free parking for winter use.  
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Figure 7 View from inside Crystal city underground  

(Source: http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=532026250159304&set=pb.106681692693764.‐
2207520000.1353005790&type=3&theater) 

 

5) Industrial use 

Sterling (1993, p76) believed that “there are three principal reasons why industrial 

facilities may be placed underground: (1) protection, (2) special attributes of the 

underground environment, and (3) use of available or low-cost underground space.” Take 

China as an example, during World War II, China’s government operated many arsenals. 

At that time, the Japanese army invaded China. Their bombers often bombed China’s 

cities and arsenals. In order to avoid being bombed, China moved most of the arsenals 

underground. Even during the cold war time, Chairman Mao made the decision to move 
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most of the heavy industries into mountains or underground to escape threat by the Soviet 

Union. 

6) Commercial use 

There also have been many successful cases of integrated underground space 

development that included commercial uses. The City of Montreal has the largest space 

of underground use. The subway stations connect bus stations and underground 

pedestrian systems with large mixed-use buildings. There are more than 60 buildings, 

containing a total area of 88,958 acres including more than 200 small shops, large malls, 

restaurants, cinemas, theaters and exhibition halls.  

China also has many underground commercial uses. These underground uses are often 

combined with subway development, city plazas or parks. Ha’erbin city is a very good 

example. Haerbin has a total of 33,100,000 square feet of underground development. 

Sixteen mixed use buildings are planned underground, with a total area of 3,200,000 

square feet. The city has a master plan and regulations for developing underground space. 

Underground commercial streets have a very important role in the winter. Winter is cold 

and lasts long in Ha’erbin. Thus, it enables people to go underground for shopping. The 

shoppong mall generates a total of 2.5 billion dollars in sales revenue.  

7) Protection from severe weather 

Underground space is always safer than ground level, especially in severe weather. 

Tornadoes could destroy many ground level buildings. Take the 2011 Joplin tornado as 

an example. The official death toll from the tornado is 160 deaths directly linked to the 
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tornado. If people stayed in underground space when the tornado came, their lives could 

have been saved. 

Figure 8 Master plan of Ha’erbin City Underground Space  

Source: Chen, Y. , (2011).Harbin Underground Space Development and Utilization Planning 

 

Conclusion: 

There are so many kinds of underground uses around the world. Some of those 

underground space uses have historical contexts. The machine age made it possible to 

have extensive underground uses. Cities can capitalize on this technology to decrease 

sprawl by providing some uses below ground level.



 
 

Chapter 3 Underground Land Use in Chicago 

 

 

 

Chicago’s first permanent resident was a trader named Jean Baptiste Point du Sable in the 

late 1770s. Chicago incorporated as a city in 1837. Chicago had the transportation 

advantages of both river and railroad. It grew rapidly since then. 

Table 1 Chicago Population Growth 1840- 2011 (Source: Author) 

Chicago City Population 
Year Population Change 

percentage 
1840 4,470 --- 
1850 29,963 570.3% 
1860 112,172 274.4% 
1870 298,997 166.5% 
1880 503,185 68.3% 
1890 1,099,850 118.6% 
1990 1,698,575 54.4% 
1910 2,185,283 28.7% 
1920 2,701,705 23.6% 
1930 3,376,438 25% 
1940 3,396,808 0.6% 
1950 3,620,962 6.6% 
1960 3,550,404 -1.9% 
1970 3,366,957 -5.2% 
1980 3,005,072 -10.7% 
1990 2,783,726 7.4% 
2000 2,896,016 4.0%
2010 2,695,598 -6.9%
2011 2,707,120 0.4%
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Since its settlement, the city grew rapidly as shown in Table 1. For example between 

1850 and 1860, the city’s population more than doubled. Only after 1950 did the 

population declined. Today, Chicago is a city with a population of about three million 

people. 

The region’s population is expected to grow more than 25 percent from approximately 

8.6 million in 2011 to 11 million residents in 2040, an increase of 2.4 million people 

(CMAP, 2011). If all of this development happens on ground level, it will cause the urban 

area’s boundaries to grow farther out.  

Figure 9 Major land use by SUB‐REGION 2006 CMAP   

(Source: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/land‐use‐inventory) 
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Urban Sprawl is a very serious problem in the Chicago region. According to the Chicago 

Metropolitan Agency for Planning, “The region’s development over the last several 

decades has resulted in a pattern of land use that is not sustainable. Development in the 

last half of the 20th Century has overall been a story of outward expansion, consuming 

vast amounts of land and requiring huge investments in water, wastewater, and 

transportation infrastructure (CMAP, 2011, p66).” Figure 9 shows that in Chicago city 

area, over 80% of land had been built to urban land. None agricultural land left in 

Chicago city. Less than 10% of land is open space. Comparing to other counties in the 

region, Chicago city has the least open space and agricultural land.  

Figure 10 Urbanized Land Use Proportions by Bus‐Region CMAP 2005  

(Source: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/land‐use‐inventory) 
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Figure 10 shows that in Chicago city, more than 50% land use is residential, about 10% 

land use is commercial, and about 15% Land use is transportation use and public utility 

use. In 2000, nonfamily households were 40.4%. While in 2011, this number became 

44.5%. More and more people live alone, which means it requires more housing units 

than people living together. This change of households type will need more land for 

housing. 

Chicago has the third largest gross metropolitan product in the United States according to 

the 2010 estimates. New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island’s GDP was 1,280,517 

millions of dollars in 2010, which ranked first. Chicago-Joliet-Naperville’s GDP was 

532,331 millions of dollars in 2010, which ranked third (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 

2012). The economic power makes it possible to develop underground space because it 

will cost more in construction coast than to develop on ground level.  

Chicago is in an environmentally sensitive area. It is near Lake Michigan and the 

Chicago River. Overload development on ground level will affect the natural 

environment. The climate is very cold, snowy, and windy in Chicago during the winter. 

There are three months in which the average temperature is below 0 . This has a large 

impact on people’s life especially for traveling safety.  If we develop more underground 

space, we could reduce traffic accidents and make people’s life more convenient and 

safer.  

Chicago is also one of the nation's most densely populated major cities and one of the 

most diverse. There are 45.0% White, 32.9% Black or African American, 13.4% from 

some other race, 5.5% Asian), 2.7% from two or more races, 0.5% American Indian 
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(Census Bureau, 2010). This diverse population comes from different countries of the 

world. Many of them used to live in high-density areas with mixed uses and they are 

accustomed to walking for shopping, work and entertainment. Underground facilities will 

be more appealing to this immigrant population. 

 

Underground space development in Chicago  

There are four main uses of underground space in Chicago. These are 1) tunnels, 2) 

subways, 3) parking, and 4) pedways. As table 2 shows, 43.6 acres is devoted to tunnels, 

15.9 acres is devoted to subways, 12.6 acres is devoted to parking uses, and 5.4 acres is 

devoted to pedways. If all of these uses were above ground level, then a lot of land would 

have been consumed by these uses. 

Table 2 Underground use statistics in Chicago City (Source: Author) 

USES SIZE TOTAL SQ.FT TOTAL 
ACRE 

PERCENTAGE

TUNNEL 60 miles long * 6 
feet wide 

1,900,800 
SQ.FT 

43.6 ACRES 56.2% 

SUBWAY 11.4 miles long * 
11.5feet wide 

692,208    
SQ.FT 

15.9 ACRES 20.5% 

PARKING 11092 parking lots * 
414 sq.ft per lot 

459,208    
SQ.FT 

12.6 ACRES 16.3% 

PEDWAY 5 miles long * 3 feet 
wide 

237,600    
SQ.FT 

5.4   ACRES 7% 

TOTAL  3,289,816 
SQ.FT 

77.5 ACRES 100% 
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The city of Chicago has a long history of using underground spaces. The underground 

space development has played a very important role during Chicago’s urbanization 

process.  

(1) Tunnel uses: At the beginning of the twentieth century, the City of Chicago 

granted Illinois Telephone and Telegraph company the rights to construct utility 

tunnels under the streets. The company planned a network of telephone cables and 

rails for hauling cable spools through the tunnels. In early 1905, 26 miles of a 

projected 60 miles of tunnel had been completed (George W. Jackson, 1905). It 

was no interruption to traffic and no obstruction in the streets (See Figure 11). 

 In 1916, the tunnel carried 18 percent of the freight traffic in the Chicago loop  

(E. E. R. Tratman, 1922). In 1929, the tunnel had 150 locomotives, 3,304 total 

cars, including 2,693 merchandise cars, 151 coal cars and 400 excavation and ash 

cars, and 600 Company service cars. The tunnels average 75,000 cars of these 

materials per year (M. L. Allen, 1929). In 1954, the tunnel was 62 miles long and 

covered 1,750 square miles. There were 83 locomotives and 1,609 freight cars. 

The tunnel was carrying 500 carloads of freight and 400 carloads of cinders and 

debris daily (The Rotarian, 1955). The car had a capacity of 15 tons per load, 

from this, we can estimate we could know that the tunnel had a capacity of 

135,000 tons per day.  

Suppose these large amount of traffic took place above ground level, a truck has a 

20 tons limit per load, so we will need 13,500/ 20 =675. So at least the ADT in 

this area would have increased by 675. This increase in truck freight would affect 
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the normal transit. These ADT change will cause more traffic congestion, bring 

more pollution to the air and increase the danger of traffic accidents to drivers and 

pedestrians. Until today, some of the tunnels are still used as communications and 

high voltage electrical conduits. 

                     Figure 11 Inside look of Tunnels  

                    (Source: http://www.guidetozscale.com/html/chicago_tunnel.html) 

  

(2) Subway uses: Chicago has the second largest public transportation system in the 

United States. There are bus systems and rapid transit systems. The public transit 

system is operated by The Chicago Transit Authority (CTA). There are eight 

routes and 224.1 miles of track, with 11.4 miles of subway (5.1% of total length). 

Most of these subways were built in the downtown area. The rail ridership was 

641, 261on average on a weekday (2010) and 210.85 million annually (2010). We 
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would calculate that among these entire ridership, there was 32,704 average 

weekday (2010) ridership and 10.8 million annual (2010) ridership.  

                     Figure 12 Chicago Subway Station  

                     (Source: http://www.triposo.com/poi/N__289820702) 

 

(3) Parking uses: In Chicago, most of the parking is on the surface except in the 

downtown area. In order to increase the land use efficiency and maximize profits, 

garage parking and underground parking is widely used in the downtown area 

(See Figure 15). The Millennium Garages is the largest downtown public parking 

system in the United States and is believed to be the largest underground parking 

system in the world. In aggregate, the system has a total of 9,176 spaces, 3.8 

million square feet of space. It was made of four parts: Grant Park North which 

houses 1,850 cars with about 830,000 square feet of space, Grant Park South (of 

approximately 520,800 square feet of parking space and 1,350 parking spaces.) 
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Millennium Lakeside Garage and Millennium Park Garage has 2,126 spaces and 

1.0 million square feet of parking space (Millennium Garages Website, 2012).  

                    Figure 13 Millennium Underground Parking Garage is under this park  

                   (Source: http://www.selacommercial.com/blog/index.php/2012/09/12/worlds‐largest‐green‐roof‐on‐    

                    chicago‐parking‐lot/) 

  

(4) Pedway uses: The Pedway was built in 1951. The purpose was to connect subway 

stations (See Figure 14). The Pedway links about 40 blocks in the central business 

district, covering about 5 miles. 
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Figure 14 Master Plan of Chicago Pedway  

(Source: https://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/cdot/provdrs/ped/svcs/pedway.html )

 

Conclusion: 

Underground uses are relatively safe. They help to decrease traffic congestion, save lots 

of ground level space, and increase the land use efficiency in both space and time. 

Chicago takes advantage of underground space use, decreasing the negative impacts at 

the ground level. When people stay in underground spaces for a long time, there could be 

negative physiological and psychological problems. Thus underground space use many 

ways to decrease negative impacts and alleviate these effects, such as providing enough 

lighting, circulating the air to ground level, and keeping a pleasant temperature. These 

underground spaces do not require people to stay underground very long.  
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The weakness of underground uses is that they cost more money to build and maintain 

than ground level buildings. These underground spaces require higher standards of 

engineering and are limited by geographic conditions. 

However, given that the Chicago region is sprawling outward and consuming open space 

and prime agricultural land, underground uses can and are providing an antidote to urban 

sprawl. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Chapter 4 Effect of Underground Use in Decreasing Sprawl 

 

 

The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) did a population forecast for the 

GO TO 2040 Comprehensive regional plan. According to their estimate, the population 

growth will be 380,109 by 2040. Households will increase by 149,129 and employment 

will increase by 128,083. These increments need more land for residential, retail, 

recreational and other uses. (See Table 3) 

Table 3 Population Forecast 2040 by CMAP 

 (Source: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/population-forecast) 

 

Figure 15 shows the Chicago Metropolitan area regional development from 1900 to 2009. 

The urban area grew considerably between 1900 and 2005, even much larger than Cook 

County.
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Based on Census data, the city of Chicago has a population of 2,707,120 in 2011. The 

Chicago city land area in square miles is 227.62 (145,677 acres). The population density 

is 11,841persons per square mile. From the 2011 Census data, the Chicago city housing 

unit density is 5,250 units per square mile. Based on the population density of 11,841 

persons per square mile, and with an increase of population by 380,109 in 2040, Chicago 

will need another 32 square miles (20,480 acres) of land to be build on. At least 168,000 

units of houses and apartments will also be needed. 

Figure 15 Regional Growth from 1900 to 2009  

(Source: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/2040/a‐pivotal‐moment) 

  

Table 4 Prime land use in Chicago 2005 (Source: Author) 

Land Use Type acreage percentage 
Residential  80,122 55% 
Commercial and Service 17,481 12% 
Transportation and Utility 21,852 15% 
Industrial 16,024 11% 
Others 10,198 7% 
Total 145,677 100% 
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As Table 4 shows, residential use is about 55% of total land use in Chicago in 2005. 

Assuming that the population growth rate is the same as the land use growth rate in the 

future, the new increase of 32 square miles will include 55% of residential uses, which 

will be 17.6 square miles (11,264 acres) in 2040. The transportation and utility use will 

increase by 14%, the acreage will be 3,059.acres.  

Figure 16 Current Employment Statistics in Illinois 2012 (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 16 shows current employment statistics in the State of Illinois. Transportation and 

utilities has the most employees of about 20%. Professional and business, educational and 

health services, and government is about 15% each. Mining is the least of 0.17%. The 

future employment will be based on this percentage. These categories could be separated 

into three groups 1) office and service, 2) industrial, 3) retail. We could calculate the 

future composition of employees based on the current percentage of work type. Table 5 

shows that the office and service employees will increase by 90,939 in 2040, industrial 
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employees will increase by 17,939 in 2040, and retail employees will increase by 19,212 

in 2040. 

Table 5 Future Employment Composing in 2040 (Source: Author) 

Work type Current percentage  Future growth Employment 
Office and Service 71% 90,939 
Industrial 14% 17,932 
Retail 15% 19,212 
 

Based on the number of future employment, we could calculate the spaces needed for 

these increased employees. Table 6 shows the estimated area per square feet of employee 

and the floor area ratio. This assumption is based on Planner's Estimating Guide: 

Projecting Land-Use and Facility Needs and a case from City of La Crosse, WI. Table 7 

show the future land need based on employment.  

Table 6 Assumption for Square feet per employee and Floor area ratio (Source: Planner's Estimating Guide) 

Land use type Square feet per employee Floor area ratio 
Office and Service 250 0.3 
Industrial 500 0.25 
Retail 500 0.15 
Table 7 Future land needed in 2040 based on Employment (Source: Author) 

Land use type Square feet needed Land Needed 
Office and Service 22,734,750 75,782,500sq.ft. 1,740 acres 
Industrial 8,966,000 35,864,000sq.ft. 823 acres 
Retail 9,606,225 64,041,500sq.ft. 1,470 acres 
 

Based on the calculation above, the final land use needs are displayed in Table 8. A total 

land use of 18,365 acres is needed, including 11,264 acres of residential use, 823 acres of 

industrial use, 1,470 acres of retail use, 1,740 acres of office and service use, and 3,059 

acres of Transportation and utility use. 
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Table 8 Future land Total needed in 2040 (Source: Author) 

Land use type Acres needed Percentage 
Residential 11,264 60% 
Industrial 823 4% 
Retail 1,470 8% 
Office and Service 1,740 9% 
Transportation and Utility 3,059 19% 
Total 18,356 100% 
 

The City of Chicago has a brown field redevelopment Strategy. These new development 

could be built on the brownfield sites. Table 9 shows the brownfield sites in the Chicago 

Metropolitan Region. The majority sites are in Cook County. There is a total of 2,254 

sites and 11,126 acres of brownfield. 51% of the brownfield cites is in Chicago city. So 

the brownfields in the city of Chicago is 5,674 acres 

However, the future development that is needed to accommodate the increased 

population is 18,356 acres. Even if all the brownfield sites are redeveloped, there is still a 

gap of 5,452 acres (11,126- 5,674). 

Table 9 Site Remediation Program (SRP) Sites in Chicago Metro Region 1996‐2007  

(Source: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/strategy‐papers/brownfields/existing‐conditions) 
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Figure 17 shows the agricultural lands in northeast Illinois in 2005. The light yellow 

color shows the agricultural lands. However, almost none of agricultural lands are left in 

the Chicago city area. There are only urban land uses, non-agricultural grass and 

woodland, water and wetlands in the area. If all of the remaining 5,452 acres are built 

above ground, that will cause more and more loss of agricultural and other natural lands. 

This above ground level development will cause urban sprawl and bring negative effects 

as we previously discussed. 

Figure 17 Agricultural Lands in Northeast Illinois 2005  

(Source: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/strategy‐papers/agricultural‐preservation) 
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There is an alternative way to decrease this urban sprawl. Underground development 

should be encouraged in Chicago. By using underground space, Chicago could improve 

the land use density and prevent sprawl. 

There is also a better way to develop the underground space and that is to develop a 

“mixed use” underground. From Figure 18, the new development is spreading outward 

along the transit lines. So transit-oriented development is probably a good approach. 

Figure 18 Change in Employment 1970‐ 2000  

(Source: Jobs‐Housing Balance Snapshot Report , CMAP, p4) 

 

In this model and as shown in Figure 19, the subway should be planned first. Second, the 

underground subway stations are also planned. Third, retail service and recreational 
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service should be planned to combine with the station. Fourth, the underground 

residential buildings are encouraged. By using this way, it brings lots of benefits: 1) The 

residential uses near the subway could generate enough ridership for running the transit 

system, 2) the large amount of passengers could also bring lots of business opportunities 

for the retail or recreational services, 3) the residents could save lots of time in shopping 

and driving because of the short distance, and 4) traffic jams could be reduced, and save 

on gas use.  

Figure 19 Proposed Developing Model (Source: Author) 
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The brownfield is not able to meet the future population needs of the city. An additional 

5,452 acres is needed. There is not any space for such development inside the city of 

Chicago at above ground level. Thus, the city of Chicago could choose to build 

underground space or partly underground to decrease urban sprawl. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

 

At the beginning of urban formation, ancient people got together for religious reason or 

for tread in food, material, and technology. During this period, urbanization had positive 

effects on society. Cities provided shelter for people from being hurt by wild animals or 

wars, enriched people’s life, and accelerated innovation. Cities grew rapidly after First 

and Second Industrial Revolution.

Cities became political, economic, cultural, and scientific centers. More and more people 

come to live in cities. These large amounts of city dwellers bring also of problems 

including urban sprawl.

People have already recognized the negative results that urban sprawl brings, and several 

strategies have been suggested to control urban sprawl, such as growth boundaries, infill 

development, and smart growth. These strategies have some positive effects on reducing 

the speed of sprawl. There is another alternative way to decrease urban sprawl, which is 

developing underground space. 
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The first human use of underground space was caused by animal instinct, just like a bear 

in a tree hole or a squirrel in a burrow. As the human civilization’s step forward, the use 

of underground space has more meaning than ever before. These uses include religious 

use, residential use, transportation use, parking use, and so on.  

Underground uses play an important role in urban function. There are two main reasons 

why underground space uses is more relevant now than before: 1) the available land 

inside cities is much smaller than the demand, and 2) modern technologies reduce the 

construction cost and make it affordable.  

The City of Chicago is instructive on using underground space. It has particular reasons 

to form all these underground uses. The city’s geographic location made it the freight 

center. The demographics made it ideal for utilizing underground systems.  

The City of Chicago has experienced urbanization and de-urbanization. Urban sprawl is a 

tough problem that the city currently faces. Chicago has made several plans to address 

this problem. 

These underground uses in the City of Chicago have successfully decreased urban sprawl. 

Otherwise, if we take all the underground space above ground, the city will sprawl out. In 

the new development of 2040, underground space should be encouraged. What’s more, 

mixed use zoning is confirmed to have better effects on reducing sprawl than that of 

traditional single use zoning. Combined with mixed use zoning, underground space could 

be planed into “mixed use underground” uses. 
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Despite the fact that underground space has some negative effects, such as health issues 

or safety issues, these can be reduced or improved by designers and operators, making 

underground uses an effective way of decreasing sprawl.  
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